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Abstract 
Rationale: Long-access intravenous drug self-administration shows diurnal alterations 

in drug intake, with escalation and binge patterns, in rats. A similar long-access model 

in mice would allow the use of genetically modified animals to better understand the 

molecular mechanisms underlying drug addiction and relapse. However, attempts to 

transfer this model to mice have been less successful, mainly because of technical 

difficulties with long-term maintenance of the indwelling catheter implanted into small 

veins.  

Objectives: We devised an intrathecal probe implanted in the supracerebellar cistern as 

an alternative for intravenous drug administration to address this challenge and allow 

continuous, chronic drug self-administration in mice.  

Results: We found that mice readily self-administered intrathecal infusions of cocaine as 

a drug reward, and, under daily 24-h access conditions, animals exhibited a binge-like 

behavior comparable to rats. 

Conclusions: This innovation enables a full analysis of long-access drug 

self-administration behavior in mice not possible with intravenous administration.  
 

Key words 

addiction, diurnal rhythm, cocaine, locomotion, mice, microdialysis, relapse, 

self-administration 
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Introduction 

Cocaine is a psychoactive drug that is highly addictive and readily 

self-administered by animals such as mice, rats and monkeys. The addictive aspect of 

the drug has been so far studied mainly using rat models of intravenous 

self-administration in which differential drug accessibility produces different patterns of 

consumption. Typically, short access to cocaine a few hours per day (generally, less 

than 3 h) produced the stable and regular pattern of drug intake, while increasing drug 

access time (e.g., 6 h) invoked escalated intake (Ahmed and Koob 1998, 1999; Ahmed 

et al. 2003). Furthermore, rats given continuous 24 h access to the drug developed all 

the major behavioral symptoms of addiction including a binge-like pattern of cocaine 

seen in human addicts (Bozarth and Wise 1985). Thus, long-access regimens allow for 

inducing and evaluating more addiction-like behaviors in rats than does a short-access 

regimen. However, a mouse model of long-access drug self-administration has not been 

successfully established (except for Olsen and Winder 2009), largely because of 

technical difficulties in placing the indwelling catheter into a small jugular or other vein 

and long-term maintenance without occlusion. (Chistyakov and Tsibulsky 2006; Epstein 

et al. 2006; Grahame et al. 1995; Olsen and Winder 2006; Thomsen and Caine, 2007). 

Consequently, previous mouse studies using intravenous self-administration have been 

conducted exclusively with short access to cocaine one to three hours per day (Fuchs et 

al. 2003; Grahame et al. 1995; Highfield et al. 2002; Soria et al. 2005, 2008; Yan et al. 

2006, 2007; Zhang et al. 2006). Clearly, these short-access regimens are not effective 

for measuring addiction-like behavior in wild-type mice as well as gene knockout or 

transgenic mice, which are particularly attractive animals to evaluate the role of specific 

genes in drug addiction. Therefore, the development of a reliable long-access 

self-administration regimen for use in the mouse is highly desirable.  

We have used an intrathecal microdialysis probe permanently implanted into 

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of the supracerebellar cistern to establish continuous and 

chronic monitoring of melatonin (Nakahara et al. 2003) and corticosterone (Ishida et al. 

2005) levels of the same mouse. The success of long-term monitoring was 

predominantly attributable to minimal tissue reactions in the CSF to form a diffusion 

barrier on the dialysis membrane. Microdialysis can collect endogenous compounds as 

well as administer drugs. Moreover, with drug administration through the dialysis 

membrane, no volume is added to the CSF, which in principle enables animals to gain 
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unlimited access to the drug with no volume expansion. Rats reliably self-administer 

drugs into the CSF via intraventricular (Amit et al. 1976; De Vry et al. 1989) or 

intrathecal (Martin et al. 2006) catheters, indicating that intrathecal delivery by reverse 

dialysis may permit long access to drugs of addiction in mice.  

We used this technique to examine the diurnal pattern of cocaine 

self-administration in normal mice under daily 24-h access conditions. The objective 

was to develop and validate a long-access model of drug self-administration in mice 

analogous to that in rats (Fitch and Roberts 1993; Roberts et al. 2002).  

 

Methods 

Subjects.  
All procedures were approved by the Hamamatsu University School of 

Medicine Animal Care and Use Committee, and were carried out with the National 

Institute of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory animals (NIH Publications 

No. 80-23). All efforts were made to minimize animal suffering and reduce the number 

of animals used. Male C57BL/6 mice (Japan SLC Inc., Shizuoka, Japan), one of the 

most common parental strains of genetically engineered mice, weighing 24-32 g at the 

time of surgery, were used. The animals were individually housed under a 12 light (L): 

12 dark (D) schedules (lights on 07:00, lights off 19:00) in a temperature-controlled 

environment (23-25ºC) for at least one week before the experiment, with food and water 

available ad libitum.  

 

Drugs. 
Cocaine hydrochloride (Dai-Nihon, Osaka, Japan) was dissolved in Ringer 

solution (138 mM NaCl, 2.4 mM KCl, 1.2 mM CaCl2, at pH 7.0) and filter-sterilized 

before use. All doses are expressed as the weight of the salt. 

 

Probe Surgery.  
The experiments were performed with a modified transverse probe as 

described elsewhere (Nakahara et al. 2003). The probe contains the following two 

components (Fig. 1): a tubular dialysis membrane (0.24 mm o.d.; 0.01 mm wall width; 

5,000 MW cut-off; Cuprophan hollow fiber, Eicom, Kyoto, Japan) and teflon tubes (0.4 

mm o.d.; 0.02 mm wall width, 20 mm long; TN-28, Unique Medical, Tokyo, Japan). 
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The surface of the dialysis membrane with a length of 20 mm is glued with an epoxy 

resin (Araldite Rapid; CIBA-GEIGY) except for a center zone, 2 mm wide. The teflon 

tube is bent in approximately an 90° angle with the base, 3 mm long. The animals were 

anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital (50 mg/kg, i.p.) and placed in a Narishige 

apparatus with skull level between bregma and lambda. One hole was made on each 

side of the skull (0.0 mm anterior and 0.4 mm ventral to lambda) with a dental drill and 

a dialysis tube was transversely inserted in the supracerebellar cistern, under the 

guidance of a stainless wire attached in a horizontal position to a stereotaxic holder. The 

transverse probe was kept in place by dental cement and then tubing was cut to a length 

of 3 mm extending beyond the cement. The bent teflon tubes, one for the inlet and the 

other for the outlet, were then passed over the membrane tubing and glued in an upright 

position with the resin. Next, the probe was fixed to the skull with dental cement and 

surgical adhesive (Daiichi Sankyo Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), and a small plastic chamber 

was cemented to the animal’s head to protect the probe. Finally, a plastic hook was 

embedded inside the chamber to connect a tether line. The mice were individually 

housed in the colony room and allowed to recover from the surgery for 7–10 days, 

during which the probe was flushed once every 3 days with the Ringer to maintain its 

patency.  

 

Determination of cocaine doses infused through the probe. 
The in vitro diffusion rate of cocaine through the probe was determined as 

follows. The probe was immersed into a microtube filled with the Ringer solution, and 

the probe was perfused at a constant flow rate. The perfusate was identical to the 

solution outside the probe except that it contained cocaine (100 mg/ml). The 

concentration of cocaine in the perfusate and the dialysate was quantified by 

high-performance liquid chromatography with ultraviolet detection. From the values 

obtained, the in vitro diffusion rate was calculated by the following formula: 

 In vitro diffusion rate (%) = 100– (cocaine concentration in the 

dialysate)/(cocaine concentration in the perfusate) x 100 

The in vitro diffusion rate of cocaine with our probes was 2.03 ± 0.15% (mean ± SEM, 

n=10) at a rate of 12 µl/min at 37 ºC. Based on this estimate and the concentration (100 

mg/ml) of the cocaine solution used, the cocaine from each infusion of the 7.5, 15, 30, 

60 or 120 sec duration would approximate to 3, 6, 12, 24, or 48 µg/infusion, 
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respectively, in the CSF of the supracerebellar cistern. These doses of cocaine were 

chosen based on a study indicating that rats trained with intraventricular 25–100 

µg/infusion (approximately 0.25–10 µg/infusion assuming a 30 g mouse) displayed 

rapid and reliable acquisition of self-administration behavior (Guzman and Ettenberg 

2007). 

 

Self-administration chambers 
The chambers (30 × 30 × 35-cm) are designed as permanent housing for 

studies that require daily 24-h access to drug self-administration. They contained two 

nose-poke holes (one is the active hole for delivering the reinforcer and the other is 

inactive) and a light and buzzer located above the active hole (Fig. 2). Mice normally 

have free access to food and water. Daytime illumination measured at the level of the 

floor was 150 to 220 lux. During the night, there was a continuous dim red light of <1 

lux. After recovery from surgery, animals were moved to self-administration chambers, 

and connected to the drug-delivery system with a dual liquid swivel (Instech, model 

375/D/22QM, Plymouth Meeting, PA) by putting the tether line on the hook on the 

animal’s head. One side of the swivel was connected to two syringes mounted in two 

one-channel infusion pumps (Univentor, Zejtun, Malta; one is used for administration of 

the Ringer solution and the other for drug administration) with PE-10 polyethylene 

tubing. The other side of the swivel was connected to the inlet port of the transverse 

probe on the animal’s head through a three way joint with polyethylene tubing. The 

tubing was then fixed firmly to the tether line and suspended into the self-administration 

chamber from the swivel mounted on a counter-balanced arm. The outlet port of the 

probe was connected, through PE-10 tubing, to a sample vial. Throughout the 

experiment, the probe was continuously perfused with the Ringer solution at a flow rate 

of 1 µl/min. Probe patency was checked by measuring the amount of Ringer and/or drug 

solutions collected in the sample tube each day, and was maintained by delivering a 

brief pulse of the Ringer once daily from the infusion pump to prevent tissue clogging. 

Animals with leaky or clogged probes during the course of the experiment were 

excluded from the experiment and data analysis. The chambers were also equipped with 

an infrared sensor (Muromachi-kikai, Tokyo, Japan) placed on the ceiling to measure 

locomotor activity. Experimental procedures were run and behavioral data collected 

through a personal computer (Nippon System Technology, Hamamatsu, Japan).  
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Experiment 1: Cocaine self-administration procedure, drug-dependent effect, and 
priming-induced reinstatement under 24-h access schedules 

Cocaine self-administration sessions were conducted without any initial 

priming using the schedule described below. Responses were maintained by 12 µg of 
cocaine infused through the dialysis membrane. Mice were allowed to nose-poke in the 

active hole to receive a cocaine infusion under a Fixed ratio (FR) 1 schedule of 

reinforcement. Active nose-poking produced a brief feedback tone and hole-light. 

Following each cocaine infusion, the cue light above the hole signaled the delivery of 

the reinforcer and remained on for a 60-sec time-out period, during which responses 

were counted but not reinforced. Nose-poking in the inactive hole was also recorded but 

had no scheduled consequence. After mice achieved the acquisition criteria (at least 10 

reinforcers per day, a minimum of 70% responding on the active hole, and less than 

20% variability in number of reinforced responses for 3 consecutive days), a cocaine 

dose-response curve was determined using a descending order. The animals received 

five doses of cocaine (3, 6, 12, 24 and 48 µg) , and were given three sessions at each 

dose. Following completion of the dose-response curve, all the mice were given 10 

extinction sessions. The conditions at extinction were the same as during the training 

phase, except that nose-poke responses in the active hole resulted in a delivery of the 

Ringer rather than cocaine. The Ringer infusions were accompanied by the presentation 

of the compound cue that was previously paired with cocaine infusions. Following the 

last extinction day, the effect of priming infusion of cocaine (48 µg/infusion) on the 

reinstatement of cocaine seeking was examined. The priming infusion was performed 

30 min before the onset of the dark/active phase. The conditions during the 

reinstatement phase were the same as during the extinction phase.  

 

Experiment 2: Diurnal patterns of cocaine self-administration under 24-h access 

schedules and cue-induced cocaine seeking 
Mice in a separate group received surgery, recovered, and then assigned 

randomly to cocaine and vehicle control groups. Mice in the cocaine group were 

allowed to self-administer the drug at a dose of 12 µg/infusion because the binge pattern 

of intake appears more likely when animals are given high doses of cocaine (Fitch and 

Roberts 1993; Roberts et al. 2002). Daily 24 h sessions were conducted for 20 days, 
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with unlimited access to cocaine. During training, cocaine was made available on an 

FR1 schedule for 10 days and then on an FR2 schedule for a further 10 days. Thereafter, 

mice underwent 7 consecutive days of withdrawal trials, during which the holes were 

covered with tape in order for mice to have no access to cocaine. On the day after the 

last withdrawal day, the effect of the compound cue on cocaine seeking was examined 

in a response-contingent manner. The conditions at this test were the same as the 

training phase, with the exception that nose-poke responses in the active hole did not 

result in cocaine infusions. 

Mice in the vehicle control group were treated exactly as the cocaine group 

except that they received the Ringer solution via the intrathecal probes instead of 

cocaine.  

 

Computed Tomography imaging 
 After the self-administration tests described above, four animals from the 

cocaine group in experiment 2 received computed tomography (CT) scans to evaluate 

the location of the probe. Each animal was anesthetized with pentobarbital and placed in 

a prone position. Then, contrast material (Iopamiron 150, Bayer Japan Co., Tokyo, 

Japan) was injected into the probe using a 27 gauge standard needle connected to a 

syringe. CT of the brain was performed to observe the placement of the membrane. The 

images were obtained by a small-animal PET (small animal PET/SPECT/CT system, 

FLEX, GMI, USA) and reconstructed using FLEX Triumph™ Platform (FLEX TM 

X-PET Image Reconstruction). 

 

Statistical analysis 

Data are presented as the mean (± SEM) number of cocaine infusions, 

nose-pokes, and locomotor activity counts. The nose-poke data from the 

self-administration or from the extinction were analyzed by two-way analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) (Day × Hole) with repeated measures, followed by one-way 
repeated ANOVAs for differences between the active and the inactive holes or for 

differences between first and last three days. The data for the dose response curves and 

intake were analyzed using one-way repeated ANOVAs followed by Bonferroni post 

hoc tests. Wilcoxon sign-ranked tests were used to analyze the effects of cocaine 

priming on reinstatement and associated locomotor activity. A paired t test was used to 
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analyze the effect of FR contingency on nose-poke responses. The effect of cue 

presentation on cocaine seeking was analyzed by using two-way ANOVA (Group x 

Hole) with repeated measures, followed by one-way repeated ANOVAs for 

comparisons between holes or between groups. Associated locomotor activity was 

analyzed by using a paired t test. The correlation between nose-poke responding and 

associated locomotor activity was analyzed by using Spearman’s rank correlation 

coefficient.  

 
Results 

Dose-response effect and priming-induced reinstatement 
We implanted the intrathecal probe in a total of 10 mice. We first examined 

whether mice can learn to nose-poke to receive an intrathecal infusion of cocaine 

delivered through the dialysis membrane, as well as optimal dosing in the CSF. Mice 

were allowed to self-administer cocaine at an initial dose of 12 µg per infusion in an 

FR1 schedule under 24-h access conditions. Seven of 10 animals examined met the 

training criteria in a mean ± SEM of 7.7 ± 1.1 days. These mice discriminated between 

the active and inactive holes and self-administered cocaine (F(1,6)=43.64, p=0.0006; 

Fig. 3), as observed in intravenous self-administration (Soria et al. 2005, 2008). The 

remaining three mice were excluded from further analysis due to loss of probe patency 

during the training phase (n=2) or failure to acquire cocaine self-administration (n=1, 

<70% responding on the active hole). Seven mice that met acquisition criteria were 

subsequently tested with descending infusion doses of cocaine, with each dose available 

for 3 test days, and five of these mice exhibited an inverted U-shaped dose-response 

curve (Fig. 4a,b), with a maximal peak at 6 µg/infusion. Two mice were excluded due 

to probe failure before completion of the full within-subjects dose-dependent effects. 

When dose-response data were transformed into dose-intake data based on the total 

amount of cocaine consumed in the 3-day sessions, the overall intake was directly 

related to unit dose (Fig. 4c). Locomotor activity also demonstrated an inverted 

U-shaped dose-related effect, but with a maximal peak at a higher dose (Fig. 4d). The 

different dose profiles of nose-poking and locomotor activity indicate a difference in 

susceptibility to cocaine between the reinforcing and the psychomotor effects. The 

subsequent 10 days of extinction training resulted in a gradual decrease in active 

nose-poke responses (F(9,36)=2.51, p=0.024) (Fig. 5a). There were differences in 
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extinction responding between holes (F(1,4)=13.41, p=0.021) or interaction between 

hole and day (F(9,36)=3.09, p=0.008). On the last three days, the average number of 

active nose-poke responses was significantly low as compared with that on the first 

three days of extinction phase (t=-4,38, df=4, p=0.012). However, it is noteworthy that a 

relatively high number of responding was seen even after extensive extinction. This 

seems to correspond to the idea that conditioned cues or nose-poking in mice are 

reinforcing in themselves (Spanagel and Sanchis-Segura, 2003). Thereafter, mice were 

exposed to an intrathecal, rather than intraperitoneal, priming injection of 48 

µg/infusion cocaine 30 min prior to the start of the test sessions. When the last day of 

extinction served as the no-drug (the Ringer only) baseline condition, priming infusions 

increased responses on the previously extinguished active hole (T=7.5, n=5, p=0.0313, 

one-tailed) (Fig. 5b), but had no effect on responding on the inactive hole. Priming 

cocaine infusions also increased locomotor activity levels beyond the baseline (T=7.5, 

n=5, p=0.0313) (Fig. 5c). However, there was no correlation between the total number 

of nose-pokes and activity counts (Spearman’s coefficient=0.21, p=0.7833), ruling out 

the possibility that a priming-induced increase in nose-poke responses was simply an 

increase in associated locomotor activity.  

 

Diurnal pattern of self-administration and cue-induced cocaine seeking 
We implanted the intrathecal probe in a total of 16 mice (n=10 in the cocaine 

group; n=6 in the control group). As the intrathecal infusion worked as a route of 

cocaine self-administration, we next examined whether continuous access to cocaine 

produced a diurnal pattern of self-administration. For this purpose, mice were allowed 

to self-administer cocaine (or the Ringer) at 12 µg per infusion on an FR1 schedule for 

10 days and then on an FR2 schedule for a further 10 days under daily 24-h access 

conditions. Five of the implanted animals in the cocaine group were excluded from 

statistical analysis due to failure to acquire cocaine self-administration (n=3, nose-poke 

ratio of FR2 to FR1≈1), or health deterioration during acquisition of cocaine 

self-administration (n=2). No mice in the control group were excluded based on the 

self-administration criteria. Animals in the cocaine (F(1,4)=25.50, p=0.0072), but not 

the control (F(1,5)=0.47, p=0.5249), group gradually discriminated between the active 

and inactive holes (Fig. 6 a, b). Furthermore, the number of nose-pokes in the active 

hole increased substantially in the cocaine group when the FR was doubled from FR1 to 
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FR2 (t=4.07, df=4, p=0.0152) (Fig. 6c), confirming the motivation to self-administer 

cocaine, comparable with that observed with intravenous methamphetamine (Yan et al. 

2006), while nose-pokes remained at low levels in the control group. The cocaine group 

showed drug intake primarily in the dark phase of the light/dark cycle (Fig. 7b), 

indicating a clear diurnal pattern of cocaine intake. However, 3 of 7 mice increased their 

drug intake beyond the dark phase into the light phase (Fig. 7c). As sessions advanced, 

the pattern of cocaine self-administration became disrupted and less related to the 

day/night cycle. In one mouse (M300), the initial binge-like behavior, characterized by 

extended episodes of high cocaine intake and activity, appeared with a period of almost 

40 h, and the second and third binges lasted for 44 h and 38 h, respectively. In the other 

mouse (M297), the binge-like behavior appeared once for 67 h. Of the three mice that 

displayed this typical binge-like pattern of cocaine self-administration, two died from 

weight loss during a session characterized by high cocaine intake. Thus, we 

demonstrated in mice for the first time that continuous access to cocaine can cause a 

binge-like pattern of self-administration, comparable to those observed in rats (Bozarth 

and Wise 1985) and monkeys (Johanson et al. 1976). Then, we tested for cue-induced 

cocaine seeking after withdrawal in the remaining five animals. The compound cue, 

when presented again after a 7-day withdrawal period, vigorously evoked drug-seeking 

behavior. As compared with responding in mice of the control group, the cue 

significantly increased overall responses on the previously active and inactive holes in 

mice of the cocaine group (F(1,9)=13.11, p=0.006), with a more pronounced effect on 

the active hole (F(1,9)=19.79, p=0.002) (Fig 8a). However, there was no difference in 

locomotor activity levels between control and cocaine groups (t=1.03, df=9, ns) (Fig. 
8b). Thus, it is unlikely that the increase in locomotion contributed to the difference in 

nose-poke responses between groups.  

 
Discussion 

Normal C57BL/6 mice easily learn to nose-poke to receive intrathecal 

infusions of cocaine through a microdialysis membrane. We also found, for the first 

time, a clear daily rhythm of cocaine self-administration in mice, with a greater intake 

during the active or dark period than the inactive or light period.  

 

Characteristics of long-access self-administration in mice by intrathecal cocaine 
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delivery 

Under 24-h access, 3 of 7 mice developed binge-like cocaine 

self-administration, in line with findings in rats (Bozarth and Wise 1985). Cocaine 

self-administration in mice followed a diurnal periodicity, with a larger intake during 

the night than the day. However, cocaine intake is progressively increased and the 

diurnal pattern of intake is virtually lost when animals are given access to more trials. 

This drug escalation and disturbance of diurnal patterns is reminiscent of a core feature 

of drug use seen in rats (Fitch and Roberts 1993; Roberts et al. 2002). A proper 

evaluation of addictive behavior requires additional testing, i.e., the reinstatement 

procedure, which is conducted to study relapse of drug use following training for drug 

self-administration and subsequent prolonged periods of abstinence. In this procedure, 

the ability to reinstate a previously extinguished drug-reinforced behavior is assessed in 

response to non-contingent drug delivery (i.e. priming) and/or environmental cues 

previously associated with it. Here, there was an increase in drug seeking behavior 

when mice were intrathecally given priming injections of cocaine after extinction 

periods, as previously shown in a reinstatement model in mice with a history of 

intravenous cocaine self-administration (Highfield et al. 2002; Olsen and Winder 2006; 

Soria et al. 2008), and consistent with the idea that cocaine-induced reinstatement 

requires the same route of administration during training and testing in C57BL/6 (Fuchs 

et al. 2003) and other strains (Highfield et al. 2002). A test for cue-induced drug seeking 

conducted separately showed a large increase in cocaine seeking behavior when mice 

were re-exposed to a compound cue previously paired with the drug following 

withdrawal periods. The result is comparable to previous reports using intravenous drug 

self-administration in mice (Fuchs et al. 2003; Highfield et al. 2002; Soria et al. 2008) 

demonstrating that stimuli previously paired with drug infusions during training would 

provoke drug seeking when they are re-introduced in the absence of the drug following 

extinction periods. Thus, mice undergoing this procedure developed behavioral changes 

that resemble some of the core features of drug craving and relapse in rats. 

 

Future perspective 

Studies of drug addiction have moved toward the use of genetically 

engineered models in which key genes are knocked out or overexpressed. Using a 24-h 

access paradigm, 139 genes were significantly up- or down-regulated in the rat striatum 
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following 7 days of cocaine self-administration, 29 of which were associated with the 

circadian signaling (Lynch et al. 2008), suggesting the involvement of 

circadian-associated genes in the addictive process. Interestingly, the direct 

manipulation of circadian genes, including Clock and mPer, alters vulnerability to drugs 

of abuse (Abarca et al. 2002; McClung et al. 2005; Spanagel et al. 2005). For example, 

mPer2 knockouts show enhanced behavioral sensitization to repeated cocaine 

administration and increased cocaine-induced place preference, whereas knockout of 

mPer1 produced neither sensitization nor place preference (Abarca et al. 2002). Also, 

mPer2 knockout mice displayed a higher rate of ethanol consumption (Spanagel et al. 

2005). Furthermore, Clock/Clock mutants exhibited robust behavioral sensitization to 

repeated cocaine as well as cocaine-induced place preference (McClung et al. 2005). 

However, these studies of mice with altered circadian genes have focused on behavioral 

manifestations of drug response at specific time points across the day. No studies have 

analyzed genetic influences on the diurnal patterns of drug response in these or 

self-administration models. Here, we have demonstrated an intrathecal probe method for 

the long-term measurement of drug self-administration together with locomotor activity 

in mice. This innovation enables us to assess multiple time points for self-administration 

behavior across a whole day or over days to months. 

 

Methodological considerations 

A detailed description of the surgical and behavioral procedures is included 

because there are few reports of measurements for chronic drug self-administration in 

mice. The method is a modification of one developed in our laboratory for use in 

long-term microdialysis of CSF melatonin (Nakahara et al. 2003) or corticosterone 

(Ishida et al. 2005) in mice. The cisterna magna and supracerebellar cistern are two of 

the largest non-ventricular CSF spaces. The supracerebellar cistern was used here 

because of the relative ease of surgery. Following cisterna magna injection, [14C] insulin, 

a marker of CSF bulk flow, distributes in all directions through the subarachnoid spaces 

and penetrates into the brain parenchyma at basal cisterns, which includes the ventral 

forebrain and brainstem (Proescholdt et al. 2000). There appears to be little difference in 

tracer entry and parenchymal distribution after cisterna magna versus supracerebellar 

cistern injections. Thus, cocaine may spread in all directions within the subarachnoid 

spaces and enter the brain to interact with dopamine transporters to produce rewarding 
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and psychomotor effects. Preliminarily, we used 6 mice with the probe implanted in the 

supracerebellar cistern to measure the delay between intrathecal cocaine infusion and 

locomotion. When a 12 µg unit dose of cocaine was administered through the probe 

over a period of 30 sec, we observed that animals began to move within 80-140 seconds 

after termination of the drug administration. The average delay between the termination 

of cocaine infusion and the subsequent onset of locomotion was 108 ± 9 sec (n=6). In 

spite of this slow effect of cocaine on locomotion, mice reliably learned to 

self-administer the drug delivered at the same dose and the same infusion rate. In 

general, responding for cocaine correlates positively with the speed with which the drug 

is delivered. That is, faster infusions (10 sec infusion duration) of cocaine are more 

reinforcing than slower infusions (100 sec) during acquisition but not maintenance of 

drug self-administration in rats (Schindler et al, 2009). Nonetheless, over the range of 

doses that support self-administration, cocaine taking is less affected by infusion rate (5, 

25, 50 and 100 sec infusion duration) in rats (Crombag et al, 2008). Consistent with the 

latter notion, cocaine doses used in the current study in mice would be reinforcing 

beyond the effect of infusion speed.  

Two factors helped maintain long-term probe patency: continuous Ringer 

perfusion and the location of the probe in the CSF of the supracerebellar cistern, a 

region relatively free from diffusion barriers. Microdialysis is frequently used in 

combination with self-administration experiments to measure neurochemical changes in 

specific brain regions such as nucleus accumbens (Ahmed et al. 2003; Ikegami et al. 

2007; Kippin et al. 2008; McFarland et al. 2003) or medial prefrontal cortex (Ikegami et 

al. 2007; Kippin et al. 2008). Nevertheless, long-term collection of dialysate samples 

has proved difficult, probably owing to rapid formation of diffusion barriers on the 

membrane in the parenchyma of the brain. Interestingly, preliminary experiments using 

our intrathecal probe indicate that it is possible to measure repeatedly amino acids and 

monoamine metabolites when mice engage in chronic drug self-administration (S. Gao, 

M. Nakamura, H. Okamura and D. Nakahara, unpublished observations). A similar 

approach has been successfully used by other investigators to collect samples in CSF of 

the rat spinal cord (Gerin et al 1994; Marsala et al. 1995) or in the vitreous fluid of 

rabbit eyes (Waga and Ehinger 1995; Zhang et al. 2001) over an extended period. Thus, 

an additional advantage of the intrathecal probe is the ability to collect CSF samples 

during chronic drug administration. The drawback of this method is low efficiency of 
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drug diffusion into the CSF. As the membrane serves as a filter, only a small amount of 

drug in the perfusate enters into the CSF. Therefore, especially when the drug is 

expensive, the traditional catheterization of ventricles or veins has better cost 

performance than the microdialysis method. Furthermore, continuous perfusion of the 

probe by Ringer solution is cumbersome. At the flow rate of 1 µl/min, the syringe must 

be filled to 5 ml with Ringer solution every three days. It should be also noted that the 

final attrition rate of the intrathecal self-administration procedure was about 50% but no 

better than the rate of attrition of the intravenous self-administration method (see Olsen 

and Winder 2006). Thus, although further improvement is required to validate this 

intrathecal probe method fully, it provides an adequate and powerful alternative to 

traditional intravenous catheters for continuous, chronic drug self-administration in 

mice. 
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Figure legends 
 

Fig. 1. a: CT images of a mouse with the probe chronically implanted into the superior 

cistern, in which the coronal, sagital, and horizontal planes are shown. A CT image of 

the probe was taken after injection of contrast material. The distance from the bregma is 

given in millimeters on the slice for each orientation, in which the coronal slice is 

anterior to the bregma, the sagital slice is to the left of bregma, and the horizontal slice 

is to ventral to bregma. b: The bottom schematic diagram indicating the arrangement of 

the probe in the superior cistern and the placement of inlet and outlet teflon tubes, a 

hook and a plastic protector. The red crosshair shows the position of the slices. 

 

Fig. 2. Operant chamber for drug self-administration in mice. (a): Pump for delivery of 

drug, (b): pump for delivery of Ringer solution, (c): swivel on balance arm, (d): sample 

tube for collecting perfusate, (e): infrared sensor for measuring locomotor activity, (f): 

holes for nose-poking with or without discriminative light and tone cues, (g) food 

pellets and (h) water bottle. 

 

Fig. 3. Number of nose-pokes on active or inactive holes during the last 3 days of the 

training from Experiment 1. Data are mean ± SEM ***p<0.001 versus inactive 

nose-pokes for each day. 

 

Fig. 4. a: Self-administration raw data for a representative subject allowed continuous, 

unlimited access to cocaine at each of five unit doses. The time of day is indicated 

horizontally, and consecutive days are indicated vertically. Each horizontal line is 24 h 

and consists of 96 consecutive 15-min bins plotted from left to right. The dark period is 

indicated by a shaded bar along the abscissa. b: Dose-effect curve for cocaine 

self-administration. A significant effect of dose was revealed (F(4,16)=3.10, p=0.0457) 

and post-hoc analysis showed a significant difference between doses of 6 and 48 

µg/infusion (*p<0.05). c: Dose-related increase in overall cocaine intake. The repeated 

measure ANOVA revealed a significant effect of dose (F(4,16)=25.64, p<0.0001) and 

post-hoc analysis showed significant differences between doses of 12, 24, 48 

µg/infusion with respect to 3 µg/infusion (#p<0.05, ###p<0.001). d: Dose-effect curve 
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for locomotor activity. The repeated measure ANOVA revealed significant effect of 

dose (F(4,16)=6.13, p=0.0034) and post-hoc analysis showed significant differences 

between doses of 12, 24, 48 µg/infusion versus 3 µg/infusion (†p<0.05, †††p<0001). 

The animals were allowed to self-administer cocaine at each unit dose during three 

consecutive daily 24-h sessions. Data are expressed as mean ± SEM, averaged across 

the three sessions. The average of nose-poke responses or activity counts across last 3 

days of extinction was served as the baseline condition (B). 

 

Fig. 5. a: The number of nose-pokes in the active and inactive holes on each of the 10 

daily extinction sessions. Histogram in the inset shows the comparison of nose-poke 

responses on the first and last 3 days. Data are represented as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05 

different from inactive hole responses #p<0.05 different from the first 3 daily sessions 

for the number of active hole responses. b and c: Cocaine priming. The number of 

nose-pokes on the previously active and inactive holes (b) and activity counts (c) during 

the 3-h test of reinstatement following priming infusions of Ringer (baseline) or 

intrathecal cocaine (48 µg/infusion). Data are represented as mean ± SEM. *p<0.05 

different from inactive hole responses. #p<0.05 different from the baseline condition for 

the number of active hole responses. †p<0.05 different from the baseline condition for 

locomotor activity. 

 

Fig. 6. a: The number of nose-pokes in the active and inactive holes in the Ringer 

self-administration group on each of the 20 daily self-administration sessions. b: The 

number of cocaine infusions (reinforcers obtained) and of nose-pokes in the active and 

inactive holes in the cocaine self-administration group on each of the 20 daily 

self-administration sessions. The repeated measure ANOVA revealed significant main 

effects of hole (F(1,4)=25.50, p=0.0072) and session (F(19,76)=2.05, p=0.0148) and 

also a hole by session interaction (F(19,76)=3.85, p<0.001). c: The total number of 

active nose-pokes under an FR1 schedule during sessions 6–10 and under an FR2 

schedule during sessions 16-20. Data are represented as mean±SEM. *p<0.05; 

**p<0.01; ***p<0.01 different from corresponding inactive nose pokes, #p<0.05 

different from the FR1 condition. 

 

Fig. 7. Double plotted, daily patterns of cocaine self-administration and associated 
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locomotor activity. a: A representative “control” pattern of Ringer self-administration 

from an animal. b: A representative “no-binge” pattern of cocaine self-administration 

from an animal. c: Two representative “binge-like” patterns of cocaine 

self-administration from two separate animals. The binge was defined as a series of 

infusions with periods of cocaine abstinence no longer than 3 h for over a day. The time 

of day is indicated horizontally, and consecutive days are indicated vertically. The 

horizontal open bar at the top of each panel shows the light period, and the filled bar 

shows the dark period. Data of 96 consecutive 15-min bins per day are graphed as color 

diagrams.  

 

Fig. 8. Cocaine cues. The number of nose-pokes in the active and inactive holes (a) and 

activity counts (b) during a 3-h test for cocaine seeking in the presence of a tone-light 

compound cue previously paired with cocaine injections. Data are represented as 

mean±SEM. *p<0.05 different from the vehicle control group for the number of active 

nose pokes. #p<0.05 different from inactive nose pokes.  
 

 


















